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 Happy Thanksgiving, Villagers 

Please send along your suggestions for materials to add to the
daily tips. We're always looking for good content. And visit our

website for more information about our organization and
programs. 

Galilee Harbor mailboxes by Anne Dorsey 
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Sunday: DEADLINE TODAY! SIGN UP FOR SECRET SANTA PROGRAM!

BAY AREA AIR QUALITY MAP 

PurpleAir 

Fire Safe Marin

AlertMarin.org 
 

What Was on the Menu at the First
Thanksgiving?
The history of the holiday meal tells us that turkey
was always the centerpiece, but other courses have
since disappeared.
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It's that time of year when local chef's and home bakers put their talents to work and create
some wonderful, magical gingerbread houses. To stay COVID safe all voting will be done on-
line and many businesses are doing their best to have their creations close to a window for
viewing. Tour Map is attached below so take a little walk and vote for your favorite via the QR
code provided at each location.

Follow the Map
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Sausalito Lighted Boat Parade
More information available at www.winterfestsausalito.org. 

Local restaurants will be taking reservations for outdoor dining, during the
event.
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Upholding a 16 year tradtion, Charlotte Mastrangelo and Wera Musaus will light
up the fountain and elephants downtown Sausalito at 10 am December 3. They
will be helped by the Beers and the city gardener.
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Cities With Unique Public Transportation 

We always look for the most efficient and affordable method of public
transportation in our home city. For some however, cars and buses may not an
option. Whether it's due to landscape, socioeconomic, or historical factors,
some cities get creative with their transportation. Can you imagine taking a
riverboat to work? What about a cable car or a coconut-shaped taxi? Which of
these unique transportation methods would you try?
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Love Writing? Here's Advice From Influential Authors
Content marketers are trying to create content every day to inspire people and
influence them. Here are some writing tips from authors Entrepreneur
India spoke to help you influence readers, which matters to you.
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Open a window somewhere in the world
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FORGOTTEN WOMEN WHO CHANGED THE WORLD 

It's often said that history is written by the victors. A more-accurate statement
might be "history is written by those with the dongs." Throw open a textbook,
hurl yourself into a Wikipedia clickhole, or just google famous historical figures
and you'll find yourself confronted with an endless parade of men. From guys
like Julius Caesar and Napoleon, to more guys like Albert Einstein and Jackson
Pollock, it often seems being a dude is the sole requirement to being
remembered by history. While a handful of women like Marie Curie might slip
through the Y chromosome net, it's hard to avoid the feeling that cultural
memory is more often than not predicated upon what's in your pants. 

 

Register Now for Secret Santa Program 
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For information about emergency
preparedness and COVID resources, visit the

recently updated Sausalito Village website.
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